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Corso 32 

"Traditional Italian Cuisine"

Corso 32 is a great addition to downtown Edmonton’s dining scene. This

place specializes in handcrafted pasta that makes every dish a standout.

The gnocchi alla carbonara, and the arancini with mushrooms and fontina

deserve a special mention. In addition to pasta, they offers are delicious

traditional specialties that reflect the country’s culinary heritage.

Generous portions contrast the small yet inviting restaurant.

 +1 780 421 4622  www.corso32.com/  eat@corso32.com  10345 Jasper Avenue,

Edmonton AB
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Bar Bricco 

"Moreish Italian Eats"

Bar Bricco brings a slice of Italian nightlife to the heart of Edmonton. This

chic wine bar has an intimate ambiance and cozy tables as well as a well-

stocked bar. The menu focuses on small plates and eats served alongside

glasses of fine Italian wine. Cured meats, gourmet bar snacks, and cheese

platters characterize the menu here. A great place to appreciate an

evening aperitivo or pre-dinner drink, Bar Bricco is a great addition to

Edmonton's bar scene.

 +1 780 424 5588  barbricco.com/  info@barbricco.com  10747 Jasper Avenue,

Strathearn, Edmonton AB
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Cibo Bistro 

"Seasonal, Contemporary Fare"

Cibo Bistro offers its guests a taste of modern Italian fare in an intimate,

contemporary setting where people come together in the celebration of

fine food. Each season at Cibo brings with it new and delicious culinary

treats, prepared from scratch using fresh, locally sourced ingredients each

day. The cheese and pasta are made in house and the meats are cured on-

site to meet the exacting standards of the chef and guarantee fresh flavor.

While the food is simply sublime, be sure to leave room for a little cheese

and wine after dinner; a dining experience that is simply a must a Cibo.

Thoughtfully composed and perfectly complimented by an extensive wine

list, the cheese selection is worthy of a visit in itself. Rooted in tradition

and infused with contemporary flair, Cibo Bistro's delectable offer is just

right for an intimate, romantic meal or a night out with friends.

 +1 780 757 2426  www.cibobistro.com/  chef@cibobistro.com  11244 104 Avenue

Northwest, Oliver, Edmonton

AB
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Vivo 

"Traditional Italian Dining"

The Vivo stands as an elegant restaurant in Edmonton, serving an array of

fine wines and a bevy of tempting dishes. Guests can watch their food

being carefully prepared by well-trained chefs. The menu is updated

constantly, based on the reviews of regular diners. The assortment of

pastas is a great delight. It is also a fine place to relish on a variety of

desserts post lunch or dinner. Vivo is a great venue to plan a range of

events such as receptions, weddings or even corporate functions and

parties.

 +1 780 756 7710  www.vivoristorante.ca/  info@vivoristorante.ca  18352 Lessard Road,

Edmonton AB
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